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1. DISCLAIMERS and EULA 

 

OUR PRODUCTS AND SCHEMATICS MAY BE USED BY EXPERIENCED, SKILLED USERS, 

AT THEIR OWN RISK. OUR PRODUCTS, SCHEMATICS ANDSOFTWARE MAY ONLY BE 

USED FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE BY THE 

APPLICABLE LAW, WE HEREBY DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL RESPONSIBILITY, RISK, 

LIABILITY AND DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING 

FROM CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION OR USE OF ANY OF OUR PRODUCTS. YOUR USE 

OF THIS SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE IS AT YOUR RISK. THE INFORMATION, 

MATERIALS AND SERVICES PROVIDED ON OR THROUGH OUR HARDWARE, SOFTWARE 

AND DOCUMENATION ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY 

KIND INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 

PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. NEITHER SELLER 

OR DEVELOPER NOR ANY OFTHEIR AFFILIATES WARRANT THE ACCURACY OR 

COMPLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION, MATERIALS OR SERVICES PROVIDED ON OR 

THROUGH THIS HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENATION. THE INFORMATION, 

MATERIALS AND SERVICES PROVIDED ON OR THROUGH THIS HARDWARE, 

SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENATION MAY BE OUT OF DATE, AND NEITHER SELLER OR 

DEVELOPER, NOR ANY OF ITS RESPECTIVE AFFILIATES MAKES ANY COMMITMENT 

OR ASSUMES ANY DUTY TO UPDATE SUCH HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND 

DOCUMENATION. THE FOREGOING EXCLUSIONS OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES DO NOT 

APPLY TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY LAW. PLEASE REFER TO YOUR LOCAL LAWS 

FOR ANY SUCH PROHIBITIONS. ALL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES PURCHASED ON OR 

THROUGH THE ULTRAPROG WEBSITE INCLUDING THIS DOCUMENT, ARE SUBJECT 

ONLY TO ANY APPLICABLE WARRANTIES OF THEIR RESPECTIVE MANUFACTURES, 

DISTRIBUTORS AND SUPPLIERS, IF ANY. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE BY 

APPLICABLE LAW, WE HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO 

THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES LISTED OR PURCHASED ON OR THROUGH THE 

ULTRAPROG WEB SITE (SELLER OR DEVELOPER). WITHOUT LIMITING THE 

GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, WE HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL LIABILITY 

FOR PRODUCT DEFECT OR FAILURE, CLAIMS THAT ARE DUE TO NORMAL WEAR, 

PRODUCT MISUSE, ABUSE, PRODUCT MODIFICATION, IMPROPER PRODUCT 

SELECTION, NON-COMPLIANCE WITH ANY CODES, LAWS, OR MISAPPROPRIATION. 

THE FOREGOING EXCLUSIONS OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES DO NOT APPLY TO THE 

EXTENT PROHIBITED BY LAW. PLEASE REFER TO YOUR LOCAL LAWS FOR ANY SUCH 

PROHIBITIONS. 

 

Terms of use can read and download here: https://www.ultraprog.eu/en/terms-of-use/ 

 

  

https://www.ultraprog.eu/en/terms-of-use/
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1.1 Logos and Markings 

Please see below logos and markings explanation in details, used around the interface. 

 

 

CE “Conformité Européenne” marking indicates that a product 

has been assessed by the manufacturer and deemed to meet EU 

safety, health and environmental protection requirements. It is 

required for products manufactured anywhere in the world that 

are then marketed in the EU. 

 

 

This device can use Indoor only.  

When you see this logo, please do not use outside the electronic 

equipment. 

 

  

When you dispose your device, please do not put into household 

waste. Consumers are obliged by law to return electrical and 

electronic devices to public collecting points or point of sale. 

You can return your interface to us if you wish. 

 

 

 

IP20 
 

IP code or ingress protection code is defined by the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) under the international 

standard IEC 60529 which classifies and provides a guideline to 

the degree of protection provided by mechanical casings and 

electrical enclosures against intrusion, dust, accidental contact, 

and water. 

First digit: Solid particle protection “2” equal the enclosure 

provides against access to hazardous parts Fingers or similar 

objects  

Second digit: Liquid ingress protection “0” equal the enclosure 

provides against harmful ingress of water NONE. Please do not 

put device into the water, or don’t use it near to wet environment. 

 

 

Polarity indication of main connector. The center pin is positive, 

and the side connection is ground. Please don’t exchange the 

polarity. 

 

 

This logo is QR code (Quick Response code) for barcode readers 

use. When you read the QR code of device e.g., by mobile phone, 

you will receive the link of website, like: 

https://www.ultraprog.eu/en/ 
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2. Hardware specifications 

 Please read carefully and keep the below ratings, otherwise no warranty on hardware 
failures. Any changes on these specifications without customers notification may happened. 

2.1 Power Ratings on Input 

Input Voltage:  12-18V DC, please do not exceed 18V input voltage. 
Input Connector:  HEBA21, 2,1mm diameter pin. (Positive pin is center). 
Input USB:   Data and GND only, USB 5V is not connected to interface. 
 
Over voltage protection at input, is available, 1000mA fused by 5x20mm glass fuse F1. 
Opposite polarity protection at input also available. 

2.2 Power consumption on mains input 

Standby: 45mA to 70mA @ 12V input (Up to hardware version) 
During in using as Dongle: Standby ± 10mA 

2.3 Power Ratings on Output 

2.3.1 5V output circuit 

Output voltage: DC 5V @12V input 

Output voltage tolerance: ≤ ± 4% 

Output current capability: 400mA, decreased with system consumption (Approximately 45-70mA) 

Output short circuit protection: YES 

Switch off mode the 5V output is not available, power off together with system. 

Output and internal circuit over current protection is not available, 400mA fused by 5x20mm glass 

fuse F2. 

2.3.2 9V output circuit 

Output voltage: DC 9V ± 0,2V @12V input 

Output voltage tolerance is up to Zener diode tolerance. 

Output current capability is few mA only, as a standard Zener diode. 

Output short circuit protection is not available for 9V output. 

Switch off mode the 9V output is available, power on and off together with 10V output.  

Internal circuit over current protection is the fuse of the system circuit. 

2.3.3 12V output circuit 

Output voltage: DC 10,4V @12V input 

Output voltage tolerance: ≤ 0,1% 

Output current capability: 1000mA 

Output short circuit protection is available. 

Switch off mode the 12V output is available. 

Switched off output voltage: under 1,4V (usually 1,32V), but never goes down to 0V. Output and 

internal circuit over current protection is available, 1000mA fused by 5x20mm glass fuse F1. 

2.3.4 3V3 is not available 

Please note, 3,3V devices are not supported by interface. Circuit has no 3V3 output and 

compatibility. JTAG V2 and RENESAS V2 cable adapters are supplying switchable 3,3V outputs. 
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3. Output Ports, and supported protocols 

Maker Protocol name Short name Support 

Philips Inter-Integrated Circuit IIC or I2C 

 
National Semiconductor Microwire MW, 3 wire 

 
Motorola Serial Peripheral 

Interface 

SPI 

 

Motorola Background Debug 

Mode 

BKGD 

 

Freescale Background Debug 

Mode 

BDM 

 

Institute of Electrical 

and Electronics 

Engineers 

IEEE Standard 1149 

Joint Test Action 

Group 

JTAG 

 

Consultative Committee 

for International 

Telephony and 

Telegraphy CCITT 

Required Standard 232 RS232 TTL 

 

Telecommunications 

Industry Association  

and Electronic 

Industries Alliance  

TIA/EIA-485-A 

ISO/IEC 8482 

RS485 

 

 International 

Organization for 

Standardization 

ISO 9141 K-line 

 

 International 

Organization for 

Standardization 

ISO 14230 K-line 

(KWP2000)  

Society of  

Automotive  

Engineers 

SAE J1850 VPW 

 

 International 

Organization for 

Standardization 

ISO 15765-4 CAN 

 

3.1 Advises for programming devices  

EEPROMS: UltraProg is designed for “out of circuit” programming. If you want try In Circuit 

programming (ICP) please do it on your own risk, but high possibility target EEPROM device and 

UltraProg may damage. In circuit EEPROM programming has more risks, like same time assessing 

by MCU and UltraProg, which cause crosstalk, wrong reading or accidental writing. To work out 

silent MCU which has High-Z pins is more work but not less soldering, than remove the memory 

from the PCB. 

In some cases the JTAG V2 cable can use for in circuit programming of SPI and MicroWire 

devices, but please use this feature only on tested ECU’s, or only for your own risk. 

 

Microcontrollers: UltraProg is designed for microcontrollers In Circuit Programming. Please 

check circuit environment, XTAL speed, and current consumption of target etc, before use. Please 

consider UltraProg can supply around 300mA at 5V to the target. It has possibility some pins need 

lift up from PCB during programming. 

By V2 cable adapters, which using bulit in 5V and 3,3V regulators can supply 1A to the target. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Electrical_and_Electronics_Engineers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Electrical_and_Electronics_Engineers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Electrical_and_Electronics_Engineers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_Industry_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_Industry_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_Industries_Alliance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_Industries_Alliance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
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4. Computer Requirements 

4.1 Supported Operation Systems 

UltraProg is tested used on below Operation Systems: 
  
 - Windows 10 32 bit  
 - Windows 10 64 bit 
 
You can try to use the software by older operation systems, but it may not working 100%.  
 

4.2 Required drivers or programs before use 

  
 - NET Framework 3.5 or higher version is required on system. If you don't have, 
please download and install from Microsoft website. 
 

https://dotnet.microsoft.com/en-us/download/dotnet-framework 
 

 - FTDI driver is also necessary to connect with interface.  
 
 FTDI driver is available at C:\UltraProg\Driver\... folder after installation of UltraProg 
software. For Windows 10 users the FTDI driver will install automatically. If you have problem 
with driver installation, please visit FTDI website at: 
 

http://www.ftdichip.com/FTDrivers.htm 
  

The latest WINDOWS driver by FTDI is v2.12.36.4, please use x86 or x64 version, 
according your PC configuration. WINDOWS 11 users strictly need use UNIVERSAL driver, 
called v2.12.36.4U. 
 

4.3 Required Hardware Items 

 
 CPU: We recommend minimum 800MHz CPU  
 RAM: We recommend 1GB RAM memory 
 HDD: 1GB free space on C: Drive 
 Port:  1x free USB 2.0 compatible port is necessary to connect to interface 
 
 System is not working without external power supply. Power supply is delivered 
together with full kit. If you wish to use different power supply, please refer to recommended 
power supply type at Power Ratings part. 
 
 Please note that the interface is not use the USB 5V as power source. Only the GND 
and USB data lines are connected between your PC and the interface. 

  

https://dotnet.microsoft.com/en-us/download/dotnet-framework
http://www.ftdichip.com/FTDrivers.htm
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4.4 Read and write access times of target devices 

 
To avoid misunderstanding, I collected some typical devices reading and writing time 

periods. Based on this you can imagine in advance your work time. 
 

Device Protocol Capacity bytes Read time Write time 

24C16 I2C 2048x8 0:02 0:35 

24LC1025 I2C 131072x8 0:55 0:51 

M24M01 I2C 131072x8 0:52 0:51 

25C160 SPI 2048x8 0:02 0:35 

25LC1024 SPI 131072x8 0:27 2:28 

93C86 Microwire 1024x16 0:02 0:17 

68HC11E20 SCI 512x8 0:03 0:27 

MC9S12XDT384 BDM 4096x8 0:05 1:12 

SPC560P50 JTAG 16384x8 0:30 4:30 

 
 Some EEPROM devices may can access faster, but due to various makers various 
setting, the software is adjusted for safety slow operation, to be able to use with any makers. 
If you feel any above timing critical, please report it and try to adjust for better performance. 
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5. Install the software 

 

1.) Download the latest version of UltraProg software. 
2.) From 18.4.0.0 no need to uninstall the previous version, and UltraProg will not appear 

in the Windows Installed applications list. It means you don’t have to uninstall the 
outdated version anymore, you can install “over on the top” of previous version. This 
method will simplify and speed up the newer releases using. 

3.) Please note, you must have System Administrator privileges in the Windows system, 
to complete the installation. Maybe you will get message from Windows defender too 
even the software is digitally signed. But please accept it, and choose “Run anyway” 
or “Yes” based on below samples. 
 

   
 
4.) Microsoft NET Framework 3.5 or newer version is required to installed on your 

system, before start to use UltraProg software. If it is not installed, UltraProg 
installation will refuse by software. Latest Net Framework 4.5 redistributable package 
can download from Microsoft website.  NET Framework should install only once on 
your computer. 

 
5.) If NET Framework is installed on your system, please run the downloaded UltraProg 

file, and follow the steps. 
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6.) Please read and accept the End-User License Agreement (EULA) 

      
7.) Do not change the destination folder, otherwise software will not work.  

 
 

8.) Click on install and continue even if Microsoft says, software does not have 
certification. 

 
9.) Wait while installer is working. 

 
10.) Click on finish when installer request it. 
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11.) When you are ready, UltraProg Icon will be appearing in your start menu and 
programs too. 

 
12.) Click on the Icon to start the using, or see the programs folder to see installed 
documentations, like adapter schematics, links and drivers for UltraProg interface. Please 
do not delete, change or modify the files under C:\UltraProg\... folder. 

 
13.) Please note, software is 100% off-line, no any internet connection need even for 
installation, even for daily use. Also, the software is free from viruses, no any port is 
opening for the internet, and does not contain trojan horse, etc. 
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6. Power up the interface 

6.1 Power source 

  Before power up the interface, please read and study the technical specifications, if 
you didn't use the UltraProg interface with certified power supply. Every UltraProg interface 
is fully tested for all functions before sell to end-users. 
  UltraProg interface is protected against apply opposite polarity DC voltage and also 
it has Fast 1000mA 5x20mm glass fuse inside. 
  After power on the green LED must lit, on the interface, otherwise power voltage is 
too low, or maybe the unit or fuse is faulty. 
  Power LED may blinking or switched off temporarily during in operation. This is 
normal behavior, and not means any fault of the interface. 
 

6.2 Description of PC and Power panel 

 
On below pictures please see the pinout: 
 

 
 

 
        USB-B of PC   Power LED     Reset     DC power Input 

 
USB-B: Please connect this with USB A-B cable to any free port of your PC 
Power LED: This LED lamp must be lit, when unit is powered up. Also during in operation, 
may blinks, or dark for a short time. 
Reset:  This is a button to restart your interface, especially when update the firmware 
 DC Power: Apply the DC power in here (center pin is positive) 
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6.3 Description of peripheral panel 

 
     Pin 13       Pin 1 

 

 
Pin 25      Pin 14         

 

UltraProg Pin Description Direction 

1 RS485 B I 

2 RS485 A O 

3 +5V tied with 10k to internal Vcc O 

4 +5V tied with 10k to internal Vcc O 

5 GND tied to ground GND 

6 Not Connected NC 

7 Reset output for microcontrollers O 

8 General port TTL level I/O 

9 General port TTL level I/O 

10 Not use I/O 

11 +9,1V output O 

12 +12V output with on/off function O 

13 Not Connected NC 

14 +5V output (Common with system) O 

15 General port TTL level I/O 

16 General port TTL level I/O 

17 General port TTL level I/O 

18 General port TTL level I/O 

19 General port TTL level I/O 

20 General port TTL level I/O 

21 General port TTL level I/O 

22 General port TTL level I/O 

23 General port TTL level I/O 

24 General port TTL level I/O 

25 GND tied to ground GND 

 
Peripheral pins numbering
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Connection map of each supported protocols 

 

UltraProg 

Pin
Description Direction

I2C

General

I2C

Siemens

SDx25x6

Microwire
Microwire

Rotated

Microwire

Rotated

ROHM

BR90xxF

SPI
IM BUS

NVM3060
JTAG Renesas 68HC08 68HC11 68HC912 9S12 RS485

1 RS485 B I A

2 RS485 A O B

3 +5V tied with 10k to internal Vcc O PTC0

4 +5V tied with 10k to internal Vcc O PTC3

5 GND tied to ground GND PTC3/PTC1 MODA/B

6 Not Connected NC

7 Reset output for microcontrollers O Reset Reset Reset Reset Reset Reset

8 General port TTL level I/O RxD PTA0 RxD

9 General port TTL level I/O TDO TxD TxD BKGD BDM

10 Not use I/O

11 +9V output O IRQ

12 +12V output with on/off function O

13 Not Connected NC

14 +5V output (Common with system) O Vcc Vcc Vcc ORG Vcc Vcc Vcc Vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd

15 General port TTL level I/O A0 CS Ready/Busy Ready/Busy CS TMS FLMD0

16 General port TTL level I/O A1 CS0 SCK Vcc Vcc SO Safe TCK

17 General port TTL level I/O A2 CS1 DI CS CS WP Option TDI

18 General port TTL level I/O Vss CS2 DO SCK SCK Vss Reset TRST

19 General port TTL level I/O SDA SDA Vss DI DI SI Clock

20 General port TTL level I/O SCL SCL ORG DO DO SCK Ident

21 General port TTL level I/O WP Ready/Busy Vss Vss HOLD Data

22 General port TTL level I/O WC

23 General port TTL level I/O

24 General port TTL level I/O

25 GND tied to ground GND Vss Ground Vss Vss Vss Vss Vss Vss Vss
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 In case of using official adapters, please use below chart for jumper settings. Basically, only 

some rare devices need move jumpers from “General” state from 2-3 to 1-2, so please change jumper 

settings only if below chart is require. 

 

  No Device JP1 JP2 

1 AK6420AF 1-2 1-2 

2 AK6440AF 1-2 1-2 

3 AK6480AF 1-2 1-2 

4 AK6416AF 1-2 1-2 

5 CAT64LC10W 1-2 1-2 

6 CAT64LC20W 1-2 1-2 

7 CAT64LC40W 1-2 1-2 

8 NVM3060 1-2 1-2 

9 BR9010F 1-2 1-2 

10 BR9020F 1-2 1-2 

11 BR9040F 1-2 1-2 

12 BR9080F 1-2 1-2 

13 BR9016F 1-2 1-2 

14 SDA2516 1-2 1-2 

15 SDA2526 1-2 1-2 

16 SDA2546 1-2 1-2 

17 SDA2586 1-2 1-2 

18 
Any other like 24Cxxx, 
25Cxxx, 93Cxx, 95Cxxx 

2-3 2-3 
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7. Cables and Accessories 

7.1 UltraProg – Full kit 

 
The UltraProg FULL Kit consists of the UltraProg interface and power supply required 

for its use.  
As part of the Full Kit will also receive 12 months FREE software updates, technical 

support by e-mail. The hardware and accessories that you will receive as part of the Full Kit 
is as follows: 
 
1) UltraProg USB Interface 
2) USB A-B Cable 
3) 12 Volt DC Power Supply with EU plug 
4) JTAG V2 cable 
5) Renesas V2 cable 
6) Motorola cable 
7) 9S12 cable 
8) SO8 socket adapter 
9) DIL8 socket adapter 
10) TSSOP8 adapter 
11) Documentation, Operating instructions 
12) Spare fuses, screw 
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7.2 EEPROM Adapters 

 
  This adapter is designed for quick connection to SO8 or DIP packaged EEPROM's 
for out of circuit programming. Just you connect the adapter to the UltraProg interface, and 
attach the de soldered EEPROM into the socket, and do the programming. 
 You can build your own adapter based on our free adapter schematics, but be sure 
what you do when making it. You can make this cable yourself though as a full schematic is 
in the Document Downloads section, or after install the UltraProg software from 
Documentation folder. For the full list of supported devices please see its list in UltraProg 
menu.  
 
Please see the general EEPROM adapter schematic in here too: 

EEPROM adapter schematic for standard devices 
 

Please note, Rohm BR90xxF On semi and Catalyst CAT64LCx0 devices need special 
adapter, PIN8 of memory shall connect to PIN22 of UltraProg, except the standard interface 
where PIN8 is connected to UltraProg PIN14!  

 
EEPROM adapter schematic for Rohm BR90xxF devices 
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Please note, Siemens SDx25x6 devices and ITT NVM3060 need special adapter, 
PIN1 of memory shall connect to PIN25 of UltraProg, except the standard interface where 
PIN1 is connected to UltraProg PIN15!  

 
EEPROM adapter schematic for Siemens SDx25x6 and ITT NVM3060 devices 

 
You can use official adapters, where the above 3 kinds of wired adapters are 

combined in one device, and simply adjust the required setting with JP1 and JP2 jumpers. 
Available DIP8 and SO8 versions, with ZIF socket for easier use. 

The +5V power source is selectable by solder jumper on the board. You can use the 
system 5V of UltraProg as on the schematics (PIN14) marked by green circle, but you can 
select also to use the 12V output voltage of UltraProg with on board 5V voltage regulator 
powered from PIN12 marked by blue circle. 

 

 
 
Please do not connect both solder jumpers at same time, because that cause damage 

of Interface, and adapters. Only one of the solder jumpers can use one time, but one solder 
jumper is mandatory.  
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If you select the output voltage using, then you must be switching the power before 
and after read and write manually in the system window of software. Delivery condition of 
adapters is matching with the schematics above, so target EEPROM uses system 5V. 
 

 
Using power buttons 

 

  
 

DIL8 and SO8 socket adapters 
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7.3 Freescale 68HC912 & 9S12 cable 

    
                        Oldest cable                    1st generation cable               V2 cable        
 
  With this cable you will be able to read and write to Motorola (Freescale) HC12, 912 
& 9S12 etc. devices. The cable has four wires for easy connection to your target device. You 
can make 1st generation yourself though as a full schematic is in the Document Downloads 
section, or after install the UltraProg software from Documentation folder. For the full list of 
supported devices please see its list in UltraProg menu. 
 
Please see adapter schematic in here too of old and 1st generation versions: 

 
9S12 Oldest and 1st generation cable schematics 

 
9S12 V2 cable schematics 
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7.4 Motorola 68HC08, 68HC11 cable 

    
        Oldest cable                         1st generation cable               V2 cable        

  
This is the cable that you will use to read and write to Motorola micros. It is a colored 

cable, all wiring diagrams correspond to the colors of this cable. You can make 1st 
generation yourself though as a full schematic is in the Document Downloads section, or 
after install the UltraProg software from Documentation folder. Please note that, this cable 
can use commonly for HC12, 912 and 9S12 devices too, parallel with Motorola 
microcontrollers. 
 
Please see adapter schematic in here too: 

 
MOTOROLA Oldest and 1st generation cable schematics 

 
MOTOROLA V2 cable schematics 
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7.5 Renesas cable 

  

1st generation cable                                V2 cable 
 

This is the cable that you will use to read and write to RENESAS micros. It is a colored 
cable, all wiring diagrams correspond to the colors of this cable. You can make 1st 
generation yourself though as a full schematic is in the Document Downloads section, or 
after install the UltraProg software from Documentation folder. Please note that, this cable 
can use for RH850, V850 and R8C family and NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CR16 
microcontrollers too. V850 family need external 3,3V power source, but V2 cables has built 
in 3,3V regulator. 

 

RENESAS Oldest and 1st generation cable schematics 

 

RENESAS V2 generation cable schematics 
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7.6 JTAG cable 

   
        Oldest cable                         1st generation cable               V2 cable        

 

 

This is the cable that you will use to read and write to Freescale, ST micro or Infineon 
micros. It is a colored cable, all wiring diagrams correspond to the colors of this cable. You 
can make 1st generation yourself though as a full schematic is in the Document Downloads 
section, or after install the UltraProg software from Documentation folder. 
 
Please see adapter schematic in here too: 

 
JTAG Oldest cable schematics 

 
JTAG 1st generation cable schematics 

On PIN12 a green wire added to apply power for Infineon XC23xx equipped ECU’s 
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JTAG V2 cable schematics 

 
 JTAG V2 cable has internal 5V and 3,3V regulators, and 2 extra wires on PIN19 and 
PIN20, to use for in circuit programming of SPI and Microwire EEPROM devices. 
 

Please note, when you connect to the ECU Red wire +5V, no need to connect green 
wire +12V. Only one of the power lines is required, please follow the wiring images. 5V 
output is continuous of Oldest and 1st generation cables, not possible to power off and on. 
This voltage is common with the UltraProg system power, so when you connect a big load 
ECU, system maybe restart, and need connect software again. This output can supply 
around 300mA, so be sure your ECU consume less current, otherwise maybe UltraProg 
power down during in operation.  

When you power up your ECU by 12V output it is need to power on before connection 
and power off by end of the work. 
  Output voltage is usually 10.2V when powered on, and 1,3V when powered off, 
please accept these figures when check voltages. 
   

GND wire color is PINK in some early production of JTAG cable and BROWN in 
new cables, please aware which cable is yours. 
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7.7 Compare cables and features 

 
 Please see on below chart all cable generations and its features. Please note, all data 
pins and their colors are same for each cable generations. 
 

 
Cables and features 

 
Main change by V2 cables is the built-in voltage regulators for 3,3V and 5V use. By 

V2 cables the stability of the tool is increased, and external power supply using is not require 
except some particular case. 
   

Each V2 cables has unique serial number and “Power On Counter” (POC) which is 
counts, how many times get the cable “power on” command from the interface. 
   
The POC counter has no maximum value, the cable never will get expired or blocked. At 
each using time the software will indicate the counter value for your notification. 
 
  Software is able to identify the type of connected V2 cable, so when user’s connect 
wrong cable, which is not for target device, it will not power on the CPU, stop the operation 
immediately, and give an error message, to avoid damage of target CPU. 
 
  Please note, you can’t lend your V2 cables to other UltraProg user. The cable 
credentials are stored and followed by the software, and operation will stop with error 
message if not your cable detected by software. 

Cable name
Cable

Generations

Release 

years

Built In

5V 

regulator

Built In

3,3V 

regulator

5V 

Output 

via 

interface

5V

Output

ON/OFF

feature

12V

Output

via 

interface

12V

Output

ON/OFF

feature

SPI / MW

EEPROM

ICP

9S12 Oldest Before 2018 N/A N/A

9S12 1st Generation 2018~2021 N/A N/A

9S12 V2 V2 2022~ N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

MOTOROLA Oldest Before 2018 N/A N/A

MOTOROLA 1st Generation 2018~2021 N/A N/A

MOTOROLA V2 V2 2022~ N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

RENESAS Oldest Not exist N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

RENESAS 1st Generation 2019~2021 N/A N/A

RENESAS V2 V2 2022~ N/A N/A

JTAG Oldest Before 2018 N/A

JTAG 1st Generation 2018~2021

JTAG V2 V2 2022~ N/A
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Message of software, when V2 cable detected, can see serial no and POC 

 

 
Message of software, when wrong type of V2 cable connected 
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Message of software, when other user’s V2 cable detected 

 

 
Message of software, when you need download the latest version, to use your new V2 cable 
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7.8 Cable colors and EEPROM adapters jumper settings 

 
Please see a summary of Cables and colors to make easier creation by yourself. 

Please note, even cables may use same colors, they go to different pins inside in the D-
SUB25 connector, so you can’t replace or exchange them. 
 

Colour JTAG 9S12 Motorola Renesas 

Black TCK GND IRQ 9V  

Brown or Pink GND   GND 
 

GND 

Red 5V 5V 5V 5V 

Orange TDO   Reset FLMD0 

Yellow TMS BKGD PTC3/PTC1 RXD 

Green 
12V 

output    PTC3 
TXD 

Blue 
 OPT1 
for ICP Reset PTC0 

Reset 

Purple TRST     
12V 

output 

Grey TDI   PTA0/TXD  

White Reset   BKGD/RXD  

Green/Yellow 
OPT2 

for ICP   
 

Silver/Transparent 3,3V   3,3V 

 
 Regarding official EEPROM adapters, jumper settings need to control by yourself. 
Please note except the below chart listed devices, all “any other” EEPROM jumper setting 
is “general”, so keep in 2-3 state, just the below devices need move jumper to 1-2 state. 
 

No Device JP1 JP2 

1 AK6420AF 1-2 1-2 

2 AK6440AF 1-2 1-2 

3 AK6480AF 1-2 1-2 

4 AK6416AF 1-2 1-2 

5 CAT64LC10W 1-2 1-2 

6 CAT64LC20W 1-2 1-2 

7 CAT64LC40W 1-2 1-2 

8 NVM3060 1-2 1-2 

9 BR9010F 1-2 1-2 

10 BR9020F 1-2 1-2 

11 BR9040F 1-2 1-2 

12 BR9080F 1-2 1-2 

13 BR9016F 1-2 1-2 

14 SDA2516 1-2 1-2 

15 SDA2526 1-2 1-2 

16 SDA2546 1-2 1-2 

17 SDA2586 1-2 1-2 

18 
Any other  
24CXXX, 25CXXX  
93CXX, 95XXX  

2-3 2-3 
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8. Using of UltraProg software 

8.1 Outline of the software 

 Software using is controlled via 2 main objects. Left side is appearing a tree view window, 

where main function can select to use. Under messages window can see TAB’s, where can select sub 

function to use. 

 The software after launching is blocking the tree view window, and start up with “Settings” 

TAB. While the hardware is not connected, the software is blocking the menu using. Software is not 

able to work alone, just together with connected, and registered interface. 

 Even software is not connected to the interface, you check under About button the “Supported 

devices list”, and the “Version history”. 

 Under “Advanced settings” you can choose preferred language to use. Default language is 

English, but you can choose several other languages also. Additional languages can add based on 

requests. Additional languages can choose under advanced settings where external language files can 

load, and save as default. 

 

Language selection menu is active  

There are 5 TAB’s which can select during in operation. These are, Main, Image, Notes, 

Programmers and Settings. The software automatically selects the necessary item, what you need use. 

Of course, please watch and check contents of Image and Notes TAB’s every time, before starting the 

operation, to get additional details of the using. 

Main TAB is use for ECU clearing. There is a checkbox on this TAB called “Own database”. If you 

click it, you have chance to create and use under C:\UltraProg\USERNAME\… folder, own collected 

data watching and editing. Your personally created folder is not deleting after uninstallation, or after 

the latest version installation.  

After selecting an ECU, TAB name is also change according to selection. 
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Selected an ECU 

 

Image TAB contains helpful photo of ECU PCB or EEPROM memories, pinout of microcontrollers 

or EEPROM memories, wiring diagrams of microcontrollers, but this is not available in all cases. In 

some devices when you RIGHT CLICK by mouse on image, more photos are loading. You will see 

tooltip notification close to mouse pointer, when more photos are available. When you LEFT CLICK 

on visible image, it will be loaded in your Windows default image viewer, which help you in zoom. 

 

An image of selected ECU device, when more photos advised by tooltip 
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A wiring diagram based on pinout of selected Microcontroller 

 

Notes contains some advises, and hints about devices even ECU, EEPROM or microcontroller 

selected. Usually maker, car type, memory type, but wiring advises and short sentences of datasheet 

also visible in here. 

 

A notes of ECU 
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A notes of EEPROM device 

Programmers is the base of reading and writing of all EEPROM or microcontroller devices. All 

button functions are explaining later. 

 

Initial window of an EEPROM device, after selection 

 

Settings TAB is the home of used serial port to PC link, the user and interface details, and the 

firmware upgrader too.  
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A Setting view after successful connection to interface 
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8.2 Connecting the software to the hardware 

 Firstly, please connect and power on the interface, and run the software only after. When 

software is loaded, click once on the message to find hardware on all available COM ports. If you 

know which COM port is used by your UltraProg device, you can select the port number from drop 

down menu, and click the “Find interface only on selected port” option, which will speed up the 

connection.  

 

COM port selection is changed 

If the correct COM port is selected, or the software can find the interface automatically, user data 

like user name and serial number of interface is loading into the “Interface Details” window under 

the settings tab. At same window you can see an information while you can get free support of device 

including firmware and software also, and useful information is the “Power On Counter” which 

register is counting and saving the power up events inside in the interface memory.  

 

Interface is connected 
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 After successful connection you have chance to measure System 5V value and you can On/Off 

and measure the output target voltage too (+12V) if no other operation is in progress. 

8.3 Firmware version and firmware upgrade guideline 

Please aware, if new firmware version is available in “Upgrade firmware” window. Upgrade is 

necessary to complete before start the using of new software, otherwise may functions will not work, 

hardware get freeze, or not working well. 

Firmware upgrade is easy operation, to complete please follow the below steps. 

1.) Be sure device is connected to the correct COM port. You can confirm it under device 

manager of Windows under COM&LPT point, if you are not sure. 

2.)  Click the “Upgrade firmware” button, then you will see below message 

 

3.)  Press the reset button of interface within a very short period, then click above OK button 

  

4.)  If you did all well, firmware upgrade is starts and proceed like below.  

 

Firmware update is in progress 
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The upgrade takes about 4 minutes, so be patient and don’t disconnect and power off the interface 

or don’t close the software, just wait until progress bar reach the end. Basically, uncompleted 

firmware upgrade also can repeat, so in case of serious event or freeze of system, you can retry from 

the beginning again.  

5.)  By end of the upgrade the below message is appear, and interface reconnect automatically 

 
Message of successful firmware upgrade 

 

6.) System is upgraded and ready to use 

 
Firmware version is up to date 
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7.)  Troubleshooting of firmware upgrade 

 

In case of error, you will see below message 

 

Hex file of firmware is missing or damaged 

 

In case of error, don’t be panic. You are not able to destroy the UltraProg hardware by firmware 

upgrade. UltraProg has protected memory area, which is not changed by any firmware upgrade. Even 

the Power LED is not lightning, the hardware is not dead, just upgraded unwell. Please repeat the 

steps above, until you get successful upgrade.  
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8.4 Configure your own settings 

Under Advanced settings menu point you can configure your own ultraprog.cfg file. The most 

useful function is the “automatic connection at startup”, where you can adjust from which port will 

connect automatically your interface at each startup time. 

You can set in here power voltages upper and lower limits, this is useful function for self debug 

of hardware failures. You can change your limits based on your own wish and power supply type, but 

please do all changes carefully. 

Load models data at startup is a quick work startup function. If setting is unchecked, then 

software will start up quickly, and load ECU modules only, when you click maker name. If setting is 

checked, the software will load all models into the memory at startup time, so need waiting longer. 

Default setting is OFF, please change this feature based on your own decision.  

With wide screen option, you can enlarge your default screen size of software. In wide node the 

device selection window become wider, to see easily the long named devices. But on some old 

monitors recommended to not use this option. By saving the advanced settings, you can set your 

default option. 

Also here you can select and set for default use the external language files from dropdown menu. 

Please select your preferred language, and save the settings, and from next startup your language 

become the default. You can create your own translations and simply copy the *.LNG extension txt 

file into C:\UltraProg\Languages\ folder, then you can load and use it by next startup. 

By version 24.1 Auto Verify ON/OFF function moved to here, you can enable the function 

clicking the checkbox ON. 

 

 

Advanced settings 
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9 Using the device programmer 

9.1 Accessing to EEPROM or Microcontroller devices 

 The root of all operation is accessing to a device memory. To start activity, necessary to select 

a device from the left side menu under EEPROM or Microcontroller tree view. If device is selected 

successfully, device name is appearing on the message window, and the Reading (F3) button become 

enabled. After clicking on the message bar, you can see the actual progress of reading by hexadecimal 

address indication, and by progress bar on the bottom side of program. 

 

 

EEPROM memory reading is in progress 

 Writing and other memory contents change related buttons (like Write, Write modified get 

enabled only after a successful reading. Write modified function is working only on 8 bit EEPROM 

devices. If function is available “Write modified” button get enabled. 

If you want force the Writing without reading, please load a binary (*.bin) file into the 

UltraProg by File\Load menu point. After loading a dump into memory, function buttons enable status 

will change.  

Please understand Reading and writing operations can’t interrupt, all need complete to issue 

next operation command to the interface. 

Please note, you can use Function buttons to reach operations by using F1-F11 buttons. If 

Function button is available, it is indicated next to button text or menu point text. Additionally, the 

ESC button also functioning to exit from some windows. 

 Please note, all of your activities which generates memory dump change is saved into 

C:\UltraProg\Backup\ folder, to avoid data loss.  

 This folder is keep its contents forever, you have to delete files yourself if too many data 

generated. 
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EEPROM memory reading is done 

 

Microcontroller settings before access 

When you want power up the ECU by 12V, you can use the Output Power On and OUTPUT Power 

Off buttons. 
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 Please aware, some device has Registers also which can read or write. Registers accessing 

method will explain later. 

 Some microcontroller devices need “boot”, before reading, so if only “boot” button is enabled, 

please click it while read become enabled. In addition, please adjust the Boot password if you know, 

reset duration, and PTC pins status, to reach successful connection to the target. 

 Some EEPROM devices are sensitive for writing time, means how many milliseconds are 

waiting between two bytes changing. Reason can be various IC maker by IC maker, especially old 

memories for write command do first erasing, and set all bits “H” state of targeted address, then do 

changes and set bits “L” if need. This takes time, so you can use “write delay” from 0 to 20 

milliseconds (ms) if your writing become faulty. Based on experience few devices write delay value 

is predefined by the software and not allowed to change.  

 JTAG accessing method devices need Chip Identification before operation to confirm type of 

IC. If Chip ID reading is successful, read and write operations may also become ok. 

 

 

JTAG device before acceesing to ID register 
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9.2 Using Verify function 

 Verify function is used to find any unstable connection between the programmer interface and 

the target device. If something is wrong, may the continuous reading or writing operations cause 

different results. You can do verification by yourself, using the dedicated button, or you can select the 

“Auto verify On/Off” function immediately after select the device to work with. If you didn’t select 

the Auto mode before first reading access, later it is not allowed, just after same device re selection 

again. If result is good, you will get “Verify OK!” message, but if result is faulty, you will get a pop 

up window, which indicates the difference data with related addresses.  

 

A successful verification 

 

An unsuccessful verification 
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9.3 Using Erase function 

 Erase function is used to clear the whole memory array of the device. This button enabled 

only for some devices, where this function really need. After operation all addresses data become FFh 

value. In case of some special devices, like M35080 from ST Microelectronics only by this way can 

reach the erase of the incremental register’s memory area. 

 

Memory erasing in progress 

9.4 Using Fill function 

Fill function is removed from the software since V24.1. 

Fill function is used for testing purposes of memory writing. You can write into the memory 

array same contents bytes into the all area. To complete this operation please set the required byte 

data into “Fill data” cell, then click Fill button. 

 

Fill operation is in progress 
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9.5 Using write modified function 

 Write modified function is used for writing only the changed points of the memory array. It is 

very useful function if you change only few bytes of the large memory device. The read data shall be 

verified to use this function, otherwise the changed points in the temporarily stored dump is not 

possible to compare. This function work only on 8bit organization devices, listed below: 

- 24CXXXX 

- 85C7X 

- SDA2516, SDA2526 

- 25CXXX 

- M95XXX 

-  93Cx6A 

Please aware if “Write modified” button get enabled during in programmer using. Maybe more 

devices add without changing this manual. 

 

Write modified memory areas programming is in progress 
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9.6 Modify memory contents by HEX editor 

 Please use the HEX editor for manual modification of memory contents. Only hexadecimal 

digits, means 0~9 and A,B,C,D,E,F letters can input. You can load external files also in here, but only 

binary files with bin extension can load into the software. 

 In hex editor load menupoint you can load longer dumps into memory also, than the selected 

devices length. Of course only up to last address will write into the target device, even you loaded 

longer file. 

 If you try load in main software window longer or shorter files into the temporary memory, 

you will et error message like: 

 

 

File load error due to incorrect file size 

 

A memory dump in HEX editor view 

 

Plase aware the finder function, you can find HEX strings up to 8 bytes 
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9.7 Reading and writing devices special registers 

Several EEPROM devices has registers. These registers used for status checking, like busy with 

writing, but also can content some bits or flags, which setting has effect for write protection of full or 

partial memory array. This function is maker by maker can different and using is explaining by 

coming pages. To reach function the “Register” radio button in the Flash bank selector shall choose. 

9.7.1 93CSx6 and 93Sx6 devices registers 

93CS46, 93CS56 and 93CS66 devices has protect register. This register is 8bit address data + 

1bit protection flag status. If you set first 8bit data, starting by that address the writing of memory 

will prohibited. This address and protection flag can rewrite as many times as an EEPROM data. 

Even if you set this address value to the last address like 7Fh, then the last address of memory 

will remain protected. To enable all addresses writing, you need clear protection flag.  

Due to 9 bits, UltraProg read out register value as 2bytes (16bits). Remain bits over the 9bits data 

is unknown, you don’t have to care, probably that is a status for factory conditions. 

When you want to protect the full area of EEPROM memory, please write 00xx (xx value shall 

any hexadecimal number) into the register value, and click “Write Register PRWRITE”. Of course, 

if you no need all area protection you can change 00xx to FFxx device by device.  

To clear the protection flag, please write FFFF into the register value, then please aware, the 

button text will change to “Write Register PRCLEAR”. Then after clicking the button, the protect 

register become cleared. 

 

 

Protection register is readed 
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Protection flag is cleared 
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9.7.2 25Cxxx, M95xxx and ST95Pxx devices registers 

SPI devices has status register with block protection option. The register is 8bits totally, but 

only lower nibble is in use, upper nibble (4bits) are all H level equal Fh. In the lower nibble, BP0 

and BP1 block protection bits can read and write, but WIP and WEL values are read only. Please 

write FCh into the register, if you wish to protect whole memory area. 

 

Status register format 

 

Block protection rule table 

 

 

Readed value of Status register 
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9.7.3 X5043 and X5045 devices registers 

X504x devices has complex status register, due to this device is not a simple EEPROM memory, 

but CPU supervisor also. Due to above situation please study carefully the contents, befor do any 

change. 

 

 

Block protection table 

 

Watch Dog Timer bits 

 

Readed value of Status register 
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9.7.4 MCM2814 Array write protect 

MCM2814 has block memory protection feature. Protection is not controlled by a register, it is 

controllable by the last memory address data writing at FFh location. By changing of contents based 

on below table, from next writing cycle has effect for writing. Protection is reversible, can modify 

any time. 

 

Block protection table 

9.7.5 Motorola microcontrollers registers 

Motorola 68HC08 microcontrollers registers reading is also possible. This opportunity is 

recommended only for real microcontroller experts, because above device has many registers, and 

many values to control. For the normal read and write operations the register accessing is not required. 

Please note, controllers have many FLASH banks, and some of them may can read out only. The 

default selected bank is every time the EEPROM area, which can read and write too. 

 

 

 

Flash bank selector 
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9.7.6 SPC560P50, MPC5604 and SC66705 devices JTAG access 

ST Micro SPC560P50 can access via JTAG NEXUS protocol. Also, the CODE FLASH (512kb) 

memory and the DATA FLASH memory (64 kb let’s call EEPROM area) can read and write, but test 

and Shadow areas writing is not possible. Same rules are valid for MPC5604 and SC66705 devices, 

just the JTAG ID of chip is different, please see below chart. 

 

Maker Device JTAG ID 

Freescale MPC5604 0AE2101Dh 

Freescale SC667051MLL 0AE2101Dh 

ST Microelectronics SPC560P50 5AE21041h 

 

All of 3 above devices has same memory array. Mainly need read and write only the CODE 

DATA area, from 00800000h to 0080FFFFh. To access this area, after device selection please choose 

EEPROM of the FLASH bank selector of the UltraProg software. 

Area name Memory array range Size UltraProg 

Code Flash Array 0 00000000h to 0007FFFFh 512kbyte BANK1 

Code Flash Array Shadow 00200000h to 00203FFFh 16kbyte BANK2 

Code Flash Array 0 Test 00400000h to 00403FFFh 16kbyte BANK3 

CODE DATA FLASH 00800000h to 0080FFFFh 64kbyte EEPROM 

Data Flash Array 0 Test 00C02000h to 00C03FFFh 16kbyte BANK4 

 

 Wires connection may different for old and new users, so please see below wiring images, and 

follow the settings according to your cable. TRST (PURPLE) connection is not required for this 

device. 
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Old design cable 

 

New design cable  

NEXUS 
JTAG 

LQFP100 
UltraProg  

Pin 
Connect 

Color 
wire 

(new) 

Numbered 
wire 
(old) 

VDD_HV_FL 69 14 Red HV = 5V 1 

VSS_HV_FL 68 25 Pink or Brown 8 

TDO 61 9 Orange 7 

TCK 60 16 Black 3 

TMS 59 15 Yellow 2 

TDI 58 17 Grey 4 

Reset 20 7 White 6 

Please set wires carefully and check colors deeply, especially the GND (VSS_HV_FL) wire, 

which is due to the compatibility with OLD cables NOT BLACK, but PINK or BROWN color.  

 Also check carefully the power consumption of the target, UltraProg can supply about 300mA 

current to the target, but because writing time can be long, risk of built in overheat protection of 

UltraProg system 5V Power IC is exists, and may power off and disconnect. So, in critical cases 

please apply external or own 5V to the target. 
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9.7.7 Infineon XC23xxx-xx devices JTAG access 

INFINEON XC23xx devices can access via JTAG protocol. Also, the PROGRAM FLASH 0 and 

1 memory and the PROGRAM FLASH 3 memory (64 kb let’s call EEPROM area) can access, but 

PROGRAM FLASH 0 and 1 areas writing is not possible, only PROGRAM FLASH 3. JTAG ID of 

chips, please see below chart. 

Maker Device JTAG ID Memory array range UltraProg 

Infineon XC2336A-56F 0017E083h CC0000h to CCFFFFh EEPROM 

Infineon XC2336A-72F 0017E083h CC0000h to CCFFFFh EEPROM 

Infineon XC2336B-40F 1018B083h C40000h to C4FFFFh EEPROM 

Infineon XC2361A-56F 0017E083h CC0000h to CCFFFFh EEPROM 

Infineon XC2361A-72F 0017E083h CC0000h to CCFFFFh EEPROM 

Infineon XC2361B-40F 1018B083h C40000h to C4FFFFh EEPROM 

 

All above devices have different memory array. Mainly need read and write only the FLASH 3 

area, from 00CC0000h to 00CCFFFFh or C40000h to C4FFFFh. To access this area, after device 

selection please choose EEPROM of the FLASH bank selector of the UltraProg software. 

 

Area name Memory array range Size UltraProg 

Program FLASH 0 00C00000h to 00C3FFFFh 256kbyte BANK1 

Program FLASH 1 -56F 00C40000h to 00C5FFFFh 128kbyte BANK2 

Program FLASH 1 -72F 00C40000h to 00C7FFFFh 256kbyte BANK2 

Program FLASH 3 00CC0000h to 00CCFFFFh 64kbyte EEPROM 
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Infineon 
JTAG 

LQFP100 
UltraProg  

Pin 
Connect 

Color 
wire 

(new) 

Numbered 
wire 
(old) 

VDD 77 14 Red 1 

VSS 76 25 Pink or Brown 8 

TDO 7 9 Orange 7 

TCK 57 16 Black 3 

TMS 28 15 Yellow 2 

TDI 23 17 Grey 4 

Reset NC 7 White 6 

 

Please set wires carefully and check colors deeply, especially the GND (VSS) wire, which is 

due to the compatibility with OLD cables NOT BLACK, but PINK or BROWN color.  

 Also check carefully the power consumption of the target, UltraProg can supply about 300mA 

current to the target, but because writing time can be long, risk of built in overheat protection of 

UltraProg system 5V Power IC is exists and may power off and disconnect. So, in critical cases please 

apply external or own 5V to the target.  
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9.7.8 Renesas V850 devices UART access (uPD70F3xxxx) 

Renesas V850 can access via UART protocol. EEPROM area 64kbytes and main FLASH can 

read and write by UltraProg, EEPROM memory range called DATA FLASH in maker’s 

documentation. Please see below example from this family, uPD70F3371. 

Maker Device ID Memory array range UltraProg 

Renesas uPD70F3371 D70F3371 400000h to 40FFFFh EEPROM 

 

Device 

connection 

QFP64 UltraProg  

Pin 

Connect 

Renesas  

Cable 

RXD 23 PIN9  YELLOW 

TXD 22 PIN8  GREEN 

FLMD0 3 PIN15  ORANGE 

FLMD1 52 NC NC 

RESET 9 PIN7 BLUE 

VDD +5V 4 PIN14 RED 

GND 6 PIN25 BROWN 

 

 

 Please aware, for this memory device is not possible to write ANY data into the EEPROM 

area. Programmer accept only cleared data, but not any bytes to any addresses! 

 Please use WRITE MODIFIED (F5) for faster operation of writing.  
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9.7.9 Renesas RH850 devices UART access (R7F701xxx) 

Renesas RH850 can access via UART protocol. EEPROM area 32kbytes and MAIN FLASH can 

read and write by UltraProg. EEPROM memory range called DATA FLASH in maker’s 

documentation. Please see below example from this family, R7F701019. 

Maker Device ID Memory array range UltraProg 

Renesas R7F701019 R7F701019 FF200000h to FF207FFFh EEPROM 

 

Device connection QFP80 UltraProg  

Pin 

Connect 

Renesas  

Cable 

RXD 22 PIN9  YELLOW 

TXD 23 PIN8  GREEN 

FLMD0 30 PIN15  ORANGE 

RESET 24 PIN7 BLUE 

VDD +3V3 10 - TRANSPARENT/SILVER wire of V2 

cable, or EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY 

NEED for 1st generation cables!! 

VSS GND 16 PIN25 BROWN 
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Please use WRITE MODIFIED (F5) for faster operation of writing. 

 

9.7.10 National Instruments CR16 devices access 

National Instruments CR16  can access via UART protocol. EEPROM area 2176bytes and MAIN 

FLASH can read and write by UltraProg. Please see below example from this family, CR16MCS9. 

Maker Device ID Memory array range UltraProg 

National CR16MCS9 31h 00E800h to 00F07Fh EEPROM 

 

Device 

connection 

QFP80 UltraProg  

Pin 

Connect 

Renesas  

Cable 

RXD1 31 PIN8  GREEN 

TXD1 30 PIN9 YELLOW 

ENV0 13 PIN15  ORANGE 

RESET 54 PIN7 BLUE 

VDD +5V 17 PIN14 RED 

VSS GND 18 PIN25 BROWN 
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9.8 External power supply using on a target microcontroller 

 UltraProg interface has no 3,3V output, so in case of new Renesas RH850 Devices, where 

3,3V power required, you MUST use V2 cable or use external power supply for 1st generation cables.  

Wiring up of device is same as normally, but the 5V (RED) wire prohibit to connect otherwise 

your ECU will damage. 

2pcs extra wires need from external power supply, 3,3V and GND. 

POWER SUPPLY GND MUST CONNECT together with UltraProg GND, to reach same 

potential of power supply and interface. The 3,3V wire of power supply shall  on marked point of 

3,3V. 

Power up sequence is critical, please follow below method: 

1.) Wire up the device 

2.) Connect the GND and 3,3V wire to the power supply 

3.) Power on power supply, power consumption shall very low less than 100mA 

4.) Power on Ultraprog interface 

5.) Connect the RENESAS or JTAG CABLE to the Ultraprog interface 

6.) Can start reading / writing 

If you connect the target microcontroller to UltraProg interface first, it may power up via pull 

up resistors, and there is potential risk of damage. 

See wiring image below, with detailed explanation of GND and power lines using: 

 

External power wiring by 3,3V to JTAG SPC560P50 device 
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You can use same method for 5V application by external POWER supply. Sometimes the 5V 

circuit is overloaded by the target circuit when consume too much current. Then UltraProg’s internal 

protection shuts down to avoid burning, in this case UltraProg’s LED is off. To avoid that and reach 

successful programming please use the below wiring application where you can see an 

MC9S12DG128 example. The key of success in here also the GND points soldering into same point 

also coming from UltraProg, and also coming from power supply. 

 

 

External power wiring by 5V 

 

In this application there is no power on sequence limitations, you can power on in any order. 

However please be careful, if you aware huge current consumption on power supply display, power 

off and stop immediately. 

 It is recommended to use the current limiter on the power supply, and after power on the 

target increase slowly while increase is stops. Usual consumption is under 300mA of any 

microcontroller application target, in other cases be careful, and check you work double to avoid 

damage. 
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10. Unlock an ECU 

In next steps 2 unlock methods are explain, both can use based on your wish. To unlock an ECU, 

recommended to read out the memory device and save the data to avoid lost the original dump. If you 

follow the below sequences, you will be in safe every time data loss point of view. Please note, after 

all of your operations like pressing read, edit, write or unlock buttons, the binary work file is saved 

into C:\UltraProg\Backup\ folder. 

10.1 Unlock by self-read ECU 

1. Select ECU device from the menu. Please aware, related memory device is loading 

automatically into the programmer. 

 

Selected ECU device 

2. In case of external powered ECU, please click 1st button “Power on” You have to see 

output voltage is increased to higher then 10V 
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3. Identify the chip is frequired before read, or read the memory device immediately. Press 

the button or (F2) to pick up the communication with the device.  

Please do not change the Flash Bank Selector settings, keep it as EEPROM, to read the 

memory area where the fails are stored 

 

Successful JTAG ID reading of an Infineon device 

 

Successful reading of an Infineon device 

Please aware, after reading, EDIT, UNLOCK ECU, VERIFY and both or one of WRITE 

buttons become enabled. Please verify your reading is if you wish. 
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4. Click Edit (F4) to see your data is not all 00h or not all FFh, 

 

HEX editor window 

5. Now please click “Unlock ECU” button, to clean your file, and wait while software is 

working 

 

Binary file modification is in progress 
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Crash data removing is completed 

6. Click Write All (F6) or Write Modified (F5) button if it is enabled, to write back the 

corrected clean data, and wait while progress bar reach the end. 

 

Memory writing is in progress 
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Writing is complete 

7. Please do verification of your job, to be sure, the written data is correct using by Verify 

(F7) button. 

 

8. Then power off your ECU by “OUTPUT Power Off” button, then you can disconnect the 

lead and you can remove cable from the ECU device. 
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10.2 Unlock ECU file by another tool read file 

You can clear (unlock) files read by another tool. See below method how to do.  

1. Select the ECU device from the software menu 

 

ECU is selected 

2. Load the file from the file menu load position or clicking by F1 button  

 

File loading is in progress 

Please aware, you can load only correct size file, larger or smaller files loading is not 

allowed. 
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Please note, you can „DRAG AND DROP” external files on UltraProg in ANY 

POSITION position of application and it is equal File\Load\…, but much faster. 

 

3. After successful loading, the ECU Tab become loaded, Unlock ECU button get enabled, 

and loaded file name become visible in the message window. 

 

External file loaded, ready to unlock 
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4. Please click on Unlock buttonm and a file with same name expanded with 

„_cleared_by_UltraProg” suffix become created in same folder as loaded file were 

located. Original file keep without any changing. New file name can see in the message 

window. 

 

 

5. Now ECU clear job is finished, or you can go to work with generated clear file. 

 

6. If you drag and drop a file on the tool, after unlocking, a clear file appear in same folder 

as the source file expanded with „_cleared_by_UltraProg” suffix. 
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11 Dictionary 

If you have unclear acronyms which want to understand clearly in this document, please refer to 

below chart. 

BDM Background Debug Mode 

BKGD BacKGround Debug Mode 

CAN Controller Area Network 

CCITT Consultative Committee for International Telephony and Telegraphy 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

DC Direct Current 

ECU Electronic Control Unit 

EOS Electronic Over-Stress 

ESD Electrostatic Discharge 

EEPROM, E2PROM Electrically Erasable Read Only Memory 

EIA Electronic Industries Alliance  

GND Ground 

ICP In Circuit Programming 

ICSP In Circuit Serial Programming 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IIC or I2C Inter Integrated Circuit, 2 wire bus protocol  

ISO  International Organization for Standardization 

JTAG Joint Test Action Group 

mA milli Ampers 

MCU MicroController Unit 

OBD On Board Diagnostics 

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers 

SPI Serial Peripheral Interface 

SRS Supplemental Restraint System, known as the airbag system light 

TIA Telecommunications Industry Association  

TTL Transistor Transistor Logic 

USB Universal Serial BUS 

VPW Variable Pulse Width 

ZIF Zero Input Force 
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12. Troubleshooting 

12.1 Error messages, and recommended actions to do 

Code Error Message Recommended action to do 

E100  
Communication Error With Interface,  
Please Reconnect 

Please reconnect your interface,  
by clicking on message bar 

E101 Please Connect Interface First You must connect your interface, 
 to start use the software 

E102  You Have No License For This Operation Please contact with administrator,  
to confirm your license status 

E103  License error Please contact with administrator,  
to confirm your license status 

E104 Invalid License Found Please contact with administrator,  
to confirm your license status 

E105 Security error Please uninstall and reinstall again,  
your latest software 

E106 
Interface Found,  
But you are unregistered member! 

Please contact with administrator,  
to register your device 

E107 
Interface Found,  
But Your Annual Subscription Has Expired! 

Please contact with administrator,  
to refresh your subscription 

E108 
Interface Found,  
But You Serial Number Is Wrong! 

Please contact with administrator,  
to register your device 

E109 
Interface Found,  
But Your User Data is invalid! 

Please contact with administrator,  
to register your device 

E201 Interface Not Found! 

Please check your interface: 
Is selected port is correct? 
Is USB cable connected to PC? 
Is power supply is connected? 
Is interface LED on? - If NO, please check FUSE inside. 

E202 Interface Not Found! 

Please check your interface: 
Is selected port is correct? 
Is USB cable connected to PC? 
Is power supply is connected? 
Is interface LED on? - If NO, please check FUSE inside. 

E300 Reading Error! You must read device again 

E301 error! You must read device again 

E400 Firmware Upgrade Failed! Please repeat firmware upgrade procedure 

E401 Parse of hex file failed, write aborted 

Your firmware is damaged or missing in  
C:\UltraProg folder. 
Please re-install your latest software,  
and repeat firmware upgrade again. 

E500 
Load Error - File Size Incorrect - Please 
Check! 

File size is not matching with Device,  
please select correct length file. 
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12.2 Disassemble the interface to replace glass fuse 

If your device is not power on, don’t be panic, most probably just your fuse is goes out, and need 

replace for operation. If your green operation LED doesn’t light on, please follow the below steps to 

repair your device. 

 

1.) Disconnect the interface from Power line, USB, and adapters or cables. 

2.) Remove the 4 screws at any side of interface. 

3.) Remove the end plate of interface. 

4.) Gently pull out the PCB from the metal case. Please hold the edge of the PCB every time, to 

avoid electrostatic discharge on components (ESD) or electrical over-stress (EOS). 

5.) Find the F1 and F2 glass fuse locations. 

6.) Remove the CAP of the fuse by pulling up, carefully. 

7.) Check the fuses condition by visually or by resistor meter, measured value shall be 0 Ohm. 

8.) In case of necessity, replace F1 to 1000mA (1Amper) capable 5x20mm fuse. Please use “F” 

type for fast burn out. 

9.) In case of necessity, replace F2 to 400mA (0,4Amper) capable 5x20mm fuse. Please use “T” 

type for slow burn out. 

10.) After confirming operation in disassembled condition, please do 1-4 steps in reverse 

direction, and assemble the interface. 

 

 

Fuse locations marked by yellow color 
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2019.01.09 8.3 1.40 
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2020.03.17 All 1.60 
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